ABOUT ARTPOWER!

ArtPower! at UC San Diego builds creative experiences in music, dance, film, exhibition and food for our collective pleasure and inspiration. We engage diverse audiences through vibrant, challenging, multi-disciplinary performances by emerging and renowned international artists. Through extensive partnerships, ArtPower! provides exciting opportunities for research, participation, and creation of new work, igniting powerful dialogue between artists, students, scholars and the community.

ARTPOWER! PROGRAMS

Chamber Music
Think of it as Chamber Music in 3D. With pre-performance tastings and intimate chats with the ensembles, ArtPower! gives depth and dimension to the world-class performances gracing San Diego’s best concert venue.

Dance
Bringing the most inspired and inspiring companies from around the world, ArtPower! connects audiences to the uninhibited power and startling beauty of contemporary dance.

Jazz
Like the masters of the past, ArtPower! jazz artists are exploring new territory, smashing creative barriers, and broadening the very definition of this classic American musical tradition. Come along for the ride.

Special Events
ArtPower! Special Events are lively, unexpected, and always engaging...just like ArtPower! audiences.

Tentacle Sessions
Performances that grab you and won’t let go! Featuring young, classically trained artists who say no to labels and yes to intensely exciting music. Don’t ask what kind of music it is. Just hold on!
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